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Craving-reading refrigerator announced 
 
FARMVILLE, VA—A refrigerator that can read minds and provide the food the user is craving was 
announced yesterday by a refrigeration specialist company called iFridge. 
 
The refrigerator has a retractable wristband that connects to owner’s arm, and through neurotransmitters and 
pulse reading, the refrigerator can determine what the owner is craving. “The craved food item will then 
appear if the owner closes the door for at least thirty seconds,” says Mr. Hall. If the owner does not wish to 
utilize the special features that come with the refrigerator, it will function like a normal refrigerator as well. 
 
The product is FDA approved, kid friendly and tested, and can be programmed to accommodate any special 
dietary restrictions including but not limited to gluten-, sugar-, and allergen-free diets. If the parent does not 
want children to have full access to the refrigerator food capabilities, there are parental controls to limit sugar 
intake, for example.  
 
The items anticipated cost, according to Sales and Marketing Director Elif Luger, will be in the price range of 
$1,300 to $2,000 depending on the size, exterior finish, and possible upgrades. The company provides a 
lifetime warranty and assures customers that the technology in their state of the art refrigerator is both top of 
the line and backed by a 100% functional guarantee.  
 
Timothy Johnson, one of the individuals who helped test the product says, “This fridge is magic through and 
through. Not only did it know exactly what I want but the food was always to my liking.” Another trial 
participant, Sasha Vines says “I couldn’t imagine my life without the iFridge. It is perfect for our large family 
and makes everyone around the dinner table happy!”  
 
iFridge is offering a special promotion, giving the first 50 customers at each of its 100 national stores, a 5% 
discount and free delivery and installation. 
 
The product’s anticipated release date, according to CEO Dustyn Hall, is January 31, 2019.  
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Please contact Bridget Dunn, iFridge spokesperson, if you have any questions at  
571-292-9883 or bridget@iFridge.com  


